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ABSTRACT. Hierarchical faujasite zeolites made up of nanoparticle aggregates (NA) and layer-like structures (LL) are evaluated for xylene adsorption in both gas and liquid phases. For NA zeolites, several samples with varying external surfaces and meso/macropore volumes are considered. Compared to conventional faujasite, xylene adsorption isotherms as measured by means of thermogravimetric experiments display higher adsorption capacities for the NA faujasites. This adsorption capacity increase is found to be linked to the zeolite external surface area. However, in the case of the LL zeolite, despite its large external surface, the xylene adsorption capacity is found to be similar to that of the conventional zeolite. With all hierarchical samples, the paraxylene selectivity assessed through batch adsorption experiments in liquid phase are smaller than the selectivity observed for the conventional zeolite. The observed selectivity decrease seems to be associated with the decrease in functional window adsorptive sites when enhancing the external surface. To shed light on the observed phenomenon, Monte Carlo simulations in the Grand Canonical ensemble are performed to investigate the adsorption of xylene in a bulk infinite zeolite and a zeolite sample exhibiting an external surface. For the latter sample, the external surface chosen is made up of incomplete cavities and, therefore, defective window sites. In agreement with our experiments, the results from molecular simulation indicate a selectivity loss associated with the sample large external surface.
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1. Introduction

Xylene separation is a process of great importance in the chemical industry. In particular, among the different isomers (paraxylene px, metaxylene mx and orthoxylene ox), paraxylene px is the most used isomer in the petrochemical industry. When considering separation using porous adsorbents, the xylene separation efficiency is governed by a set of various adsorbent properties (mainly adsorption capacity, diffusion time, and selectivity) which strongly depend on the type of adsorbent considered. In practice, the adsorbents targeted for xylene separation are based on microporous zeolite of the type faujasite. Several forms of this zeolite present interesting selectivities towards paraxylene (owing to confinement in their microporosity) but the access time through diffusion within their porosity is an important parameter that must be improved [1,2]. To improve such transport aspects in xylene separation, hierarchical faujasite zeolites are often seen as promising materials (see Refs. [3–8] for different types of hierarchical zeolites that can be synthesized such as nanosized zeolites and mesoporous zeolites). While such hierarchical samples are known to lead to greatly improved transport properties for catalytic and adsorption processes [9–15], the existence of a very large external surface area – inherent to their hierarchical porosity – raises questions regarding its impact on these processes. To provide insights into this question, we report here a combined experimental and molecular simulation study on xylene adsorption in hierarchical faujasite zeolites including at their external surface.

To assess the role of the outer surface on xylene selectivity, the selection of appropriate methods to probe xylene adsorption is also an essential step to carry out. In the literature, the study of xylene adsorption has been considered extensively in both gas and liquid phases. In particular, an
important number of studies has reported thermogravimetry assessment of xylene adsorption and diffusion from the gas phase [16–22]. Upon applying well-controlled temperature and partial pressure conditions, the adsorbed fluid mass in the zeolite can be measured using a thermobalance either at equilibrium or as a function of time (by following the system’s dynamic response to a given perturbation). Using thermogravimetric analyses, xylene adsorption can be performed under various conditions to obtain adsorption isotherms and isobars. As a consequence isosteric enthalpies of adsorption are also accessible by means of this technique [23].

As an example of thermogravimetric analysis applied to xylenes, Bellat and coworkers investigated the xylene adsorption at the external surface of Y-type faujasite zeolites and determined the adsorption isotherms for the $px$ and $mx$ isomers at 25°C [24]. In order to disentangle adsorption at the outer surface from that occurring within the micropores, a simple model was used. This model correlates linearly the adsorbed mass to the film thickness $t$ adsorbed film at the surface of a reference (alumina) material. The results by Bellat et al. suggest that xylene adsorption corresponds to $\sim$3.5 molecules/$\alpha$ cage and that $mx$ adsorption at the surface is more important that $px$ adsorption. This indicates that the zeolite external surface is selective towards the most polar isomer ($mx$). Thermogravimetry was also used to further investigate xylene coadsorption in a BaX zeolite. To do so, an advanced set-up system was used by coupling the gas outlet to a chromatograph [25]. By means of this technique, the selectivities was measured as a function of the xylene loading inside the adsorbent. Above 2 molecules/$\alpha$ cage, $px$ selectivity is observed. Using differential calorimetry, the adsorption of xylene isomers was also investigated for the BaX zeolite [25]. The measured enthalpies of adsorption were found to be almost constant as a function
of loading until the complete filling of the α cages. At this point, the adsorption heat rapidly diminishes towards the heat of vaporization for the pure xylene isomers.

When considering liquid phase experimental techniques, two main techniques have been previously employed. In the case of liquid batch experiments, the porous solid is set in contact with a liquid and then exposed to a specific adsorbate concentration [26–28]. By exploiting the changes in the liquid phase composition experienced during the equilibration of the adsorption process, one can measure the adsorbed amount in the sample but also its selectivity. Using breakthrough experiments, one can also characterize the adsorbent by determining its adsorption capacity and selectivity. Such experiments, which involve similar principles to liquid phase chromatography, have been employed to assess porous solids towards xylene separation [29–32]. Although the use of the breakthrough technique allows obtaining key information on separation and mass transfer capacities, the main inconvenient is the need for a large quantity of solid sample (which may represent an obstacle in many cases).

The production of hierarchical zeolite samples usually involves a large increase in their outer surface area. The role of such an important external surface on the separation of xylenes remained to be fully explored. In this context, using different hierarchical zeolites, the goal of the present work is to address the impact of the external surface but also of the different porosities on xylene adsorption. Using well-characterized hierarchical zeolites [33], we consider two types of BaX faujasite hierarchical zeolites made of nanoparticles: (1) nanoparticle aggregates (NA) and (2) layer-like arrangements (LL). The NA samples are obtained by aggregating crystals with
mesoporosity formed in between them. The LL sample, which consists of self-assembled faujasite layers, contains both inter and intra-layer meso/macropores. By combining gas phase thermogravimetry and liquid batch experiments with a molecular modeling approach, we aim at assessing xylene adsorption on hierarchical zeolites. While thermogravimetry allows measuring the adsorption isotherms and, subsequently, deriving the corresponding isosteric adsorption enthalpies, batch experiments are well suited to measure xylene adsorption selectivities in both hierarchical and conventional BaX zeolites. Although these quantities are macroscopic parameters, they are expected to provide key information about the interaction between xylene isomers and the zeolite outer surface. In parallel, Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) molecular simulations provide a microscopic understanding of xylene separation in hierarchical zeolites. In particular, using this atom-scale numerical method, the impact of the zeolite external surface on the xylene adsorption selectivity will be studied. The details of the experimental and theoretical techniques employed to investigate xylene adsorption are introduced in the experimental and computational methods section along with a detailed description of the hierarchical and conventional zeolites tested as adsorbents. The results obtained by means of thermogravimetry and batch experiments are presented in two separate sections: adsorption in partially and fully saturated media. Then, the molecular simulation results are discussed in a section devoted to disentangling surface and bulk contributions to adsorption selectivity. Finally, the conclusion will discuss and summarize our main findings.

2. Experimental
**Samples.** Nanoparticle Aggregates (NA) and Layer-Like (LL) hierarchical zeolites were tested for xylene adsorption. A full textural characterization of their characteristics can be found in our previous work [33]. The NA zeolites consist of nanoparticles aggregates where both meso/macropores are observed in between the nanoparticles belonging to a given aggregate. Three zeolites from the NA family with different characteristics were considered for the present study. Textural parameters derived from $N_2$ adsorption are presented in Table 1. Although samples also present macropores, those cannot be measured/quantified by $N_2$ adsorption, therefore the textural characterization only describes micropore/ mesopore volume and external surface area. The selected zeolites display a microporous volume of about 0.16 cc/g, external surface areas in the range 43-68 m²/g and mesoporous volumes in the range 0.11-0.18 cc/g. The LL zeolite exhibits porosity at both the mesopore and macropore scales. These two porosity types can be coined as intra-layer and inter-layer porosities. The micropore volume for LL zeolite is 0.18 cc/g while the zeolite outer surface area and mesoporous volume are 38 m²/g and 0.08 cc/g, respectively. The domain connectivity between the different porous networks was investigated by means of scanning curves ($N_2$ adsorption) for both zeolite types (NA and LL). The analysis of the hysteresis loops showed that the meso/macropores are mainly accessible from the outer surface for the NA zeolites. For the LL zeolite, accessibility occurs *via* narrow pores leading to cavitation phenomena. Concerning the surface chemistry analysis, evidence was reported for the presence of a very similar SiOH group density at the outer surface of the different zeolites. For the sake of comparison, a conventional X zeolite with no significant external surface or mesoporosity (microporous volume of 0.25 cc/g) was also used in this work.
**Thermogravimetric Analysis.** The thermogravimetry experiments were carried out using a thermobalance (SETARAM B 24). This thermobalance is made up of two similar ovens containing each a sample holder. One of the ovens uses reference glass beads while the second oven hosts the zeolite. The experimental set-up is connected to three gas lines. One gas line goes to the top (T) of the balance to avoid damage to the electronic components. Another gas line goes to the so-called reference side (RS). The last gas line is linked to the sample (SS). The latter is connected to a saturator where the carrier gas N$_2$ gas is in contact with xylene. The temperature of xylene in the saturator is controlled by a heating collar coupled to a thermocouple immersed in liquid xylene. At equilibrium, the partial pressure of $p_x$ in the carrier gas is assumed to correspond to the $p_x$ vapor pressure. The saturator also connected to dilution lines that enable mixing the xylene saturated gas with additional nitrogen, therefore enabling us to set different xylene partial pressures. The system is also connected to a flowmeter that controls the gas flow after dilution; this enables varying the xylene partial pressure at constant total flow. Before carrying out the adsorption isotherms measurements, the samples are outgassed by using a heat treatment under N$_2$ flow which comprises two temperature stages. To prevent degradation of the zeolite, a first slow temperature ramp to 100°C is performed. Then, the temperature is increased until reaching a second dwell at 200 °C where the temperature remains constant for 6 hours. After this outgassing treatment, the temperature is adjusted to start the adsorption experiment. The adsorption isotherms are determined by changing the xylene pressure. For each partial pressure, the system is maintained until equilibrium is reached. The adsorption isotherm is then constructed from the xylene mass adsorbed at a given xylene partial pressure. Single components adsorption isotherms for $p_x$ and $o_x$ were determined at $T = 100°C$, 150°C and 175°C.
**Batch Experiments.** The xylene liquid adsorption experiments in BaX zeolite were performed by using a 50 cc glass balloon sealed with a rubber stopper and placed on a magnetic stirring plate. The measurement protocol is performed involves three stages. (A) Zeolite and hydrocarbon pretreatment: prior to the experiments, the zeolites are degassed in a vertical quartz tubular furnace. The pretreatment involves a ramp (2°C/min) up to 100°C followed by a dwell at 100°C for 3h. This stage enables us to remove most of water from at low temperature to avoid zeolite degradation. Then, a second temperature ramp (2°C/min) is performed to reach 200°C. The zeolites are then kept for 6 h at 200°C to remove residual water. The pretreatment is done under N\textsubscript{2} flow (20 NL/h). The hydrocarbons are dehydrated prior to experiments by setting them in contact with a 3A zeolite (under stirring at room T) until the water concentration becomes < 15 ppm (as measured by Karl-Fischer titration). (B) Introduction of the zeolite in the balloon, the solvent and the xylenes: after activation, the zeolite powder is put in glass bottles filled with argon and transferred to a glove box to minimize contact with humidity. Around 2.5 g of zeolite is then inserted into the glass balloon (50 cc). Thereafter, about 25 g of normal decane (nC10) are injected in the balloon which is then sealed with a rubber stopper, transferred, and placed under magnetic stirring. Stirring of the mixture in the balloon is carried out for > 30 minutes. Then, a syringe is used to inject around 2.5 g of a xylene mixture (50\%:50\% px/ox or px/mx). The xylene mass is estimated from the mass of the xylene-filled syringe filled and that of the empty syringe after injection. When xylene is added, the timer is started. Sampling was carried out between 5 min and 24 h. For the conventional zeolite, intervals of 20 min until 3h are considered with a last sampling at 24 h. For hierarchical zeolites, sampling is made every 5 min until the first hour with additional measurements at 3 h and 24 h. Sampling is performed by extracting with a syringe an aliquot (whose mass is obtained from the difference between the empty/filled syringe). Upon sampling,
stirring is halted for about 12 seconds to ensure the zeolite powder is decanted at the bottom (so that only liquid is collected). After sampling, the stirring is immediately resumed and the collected aliquots are filtered and transferred into crimp vials. Filtration is achieved using a 200 μm syringe-coupled filter which is employed once per aliquot. This avoids the presence of small zeolite crystals in the solution (not visible). (C) Sample analysis: the filtered aliquots are analyzed using gas phase chromatography. To increase our analysis accuracy, each aliquot was divided to fill two vials.

**Molecular Simulation.** Surface preparation. In the case of the LL zeolite, some experimental evidence points to a larger amount of the {111} crystal surface [4]. Nevertheless, this fact cannot be generalized to the rest of the considered hierarchical structures. Consequently, the surface direction {011} was selected as cleavage is carried out at the position of the α cages. In this way, it is possible to focus our investigation on the potential impact on px selectivity of the generated open cavities at the surface level. Cleavage was carried out using the software Materials Studio [34]. The following parameters were considered: plane of cleavage \{hk1\} is \{011\} with an origin \((a\ b\ c)\) equal to \((0\ 0\ 1)\). The surface reconstruction was performed by considering IR experiments available in our previous work (in which silanol groups were identified at the external surface) [33]. The zeolites exhibit aluminum tetrahedra at the surface so that all missing bonds in the Si or Al tetrahedra were completed with OH groups (such a strategy has been already used in the literature [35,36]). The obtained density of hydroxyl groups was 8 OH/unit cell. After surface generation, the atomic positions at the surface were relaxed (energy minimization) to obtain structures without any electrical dipole moment.
GCMC simulations with a biased insertion strategy for the guest molecules were carried out to determine the adsorption of an xylene isomer equimolar mixture at the surface of a FAU zeolite as well as in the bulk of its porosity. The simulations were carried out using the GIBBS 9.3 code. The xylene molecules were modeled using the electrostatic version of the anisotropic united atom (AUA) for aromatic compounds [37]. To avoid unphysical charge overlap between the aromatic rings and the metallic centers, modifications were considered to distribute the electrostatic interaction around the aromatic ring. The zeolite description was based on a “Kiselev type” potential [38]. All model parameters and method details can be found in the Supporting Information.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Xylene Adsorption in Partially Saturated Medium

We evaluate the role of the external surface in hierarchical zeolites on $px$ adsorption and selectivity. For this purpose, $ox$ isomer was chosen for comparison as it presents greater polarity among the three xylenes, which would possibly facilitate the detection of surface selectivity linked to the difference in polarity of the feed components. In the case of adsorption of pure $px$ and $ox$, as performed during the study using thermogravimetry, differences in adsorption enthalpies could be indicative of improved/decreased interaction as a function of the polarity of a given isomer. To assess the adsorption capacity in both conventional and hierarchical zeolites, single component adsorption isotherms for $px$ and $ox$ were determined using a thermobalance (Fig. 1). Adsorption can be observed even at low xylene pressures. The $px$ adsorption in conventional zeolite BaX was
compared with available data in the literature. From Ref. [25], px adsorption at 150°C suggests saturation to 3.4 molecules/α cage. In contrast, in the present work, px adsorption at the same temperature is about 3.6 molecules/α cage for the conventional zeolite. The origin of the slight difference between the two measurements is believed to be due to different reasons such as the hydration state or the degree of crystallinity of the samples.

When comparing the adsorption capacities of the different samples (Fig. 1), the NA-3 zeolite displays a higher capacity towards adsorption than both the conventional and LL zeolites. Such enhanced capacity is thought to be due with the greater mesoporous volume/external surface area for this sample. This is indeed the main textural difference between the NA-3 and other zeolites considered here. As a result, for the NA-3 zeolite, adsorption most likely corresponds to both micropore filling (around 3.9 molecules/α cage corresponding to the capacity for the conventional zeolite at 100°C) and adsorption in the mesopores/external surface. The last contribution can therefore be assessed from the adsorbed amount difference at saturation and after micropore filling. At 175°C (practical temperature to perform xylene separation), the excess adsorbed amount due to adsorption in mesopores/external surface in the NA-3 zeolite amounts to ~0.4 molecules/α cage.

The hierarchical LL zeolite displays ox adsorbed amounts matching well those for the conventional sample. On the other hand, px adsorption in the LL zeolite is lower than for the conventional zeolite. Two interpretations can be invoked to rationalize these differences: (1) the mesoporous volume in the LL zeolite is too small to lead to non-negligible differences in the overall adsorbed amount or (2) the zeolite morphology for this sample made up of layers has qualitatively modified the nature of the surface. The induced modifications should alter both qualitatively and quantitatively the adsorption properties, i.e. energy and number of adsorbed molecules, at the external surface. In contrast to the conventional zeolite, upon comparing px and ox adsorption at
saturation, systematically higher adsorbed amounts are found for ox in the case of the LL sample. Since this fact implies a modified distribution of the adsorption sites, this observation supports the second hypothesis above. From available data in the literature, an adsorption site referred to as “window site” is often invoked to explain adsorption observed at high filling rates; this site is located at the entrance of the supercages [39,40]. Therefore, xylene adsorption in such a site may be suppressed in the LL zeolite due to the lack of stability caused by the morphology for this sample.

To further analyze and rationalize the measurements obtained by thermogravimetric analysis, different thermodynamic adsorption models were implemented. These models allow validating the thermodynamic consistency of the measurements. By means of Polanyi’s adsorption potential theory, the adsorption isotherms obtained at various temperatures were plotted using the following characteristic curve [41]:

\[ A = f(W) = RT \ln \frac{p_{sat}}{p} \]  

where \( W \) is the adsorbed amount, \( A \) is the adsorption potential, and \( R \) the rare gas constant. The adsorption potential theory by Polanyi writes that the adsorption potential is the work exerted by temperature independent adsorption forces [41]. Such a theory proposes that any adsorbent/adsorbate couple can be represented by a specific distribution curve which is independent of temperature: this is the so-called adsorption potential \( A \). Such a characteristic curve was plotted to check the assumption of temperature invariance of the adsorption in both conventional and hierarchical zeolites. As shown in Fig. S1 (a), (b) and (c) in the Supporting Information, for both conventional and hierarchical zeolites, the adsorption of each xylene isomer
measured at different temperatures verifies reasonably this condition. Despite the strong hypotheses in Polanyi’s theory, the thermodynamic consistency between the data obtained at different temperatures is an important step as it indicates that the thermobalance measurements are thermodynamically coherent.

Polanyi’s theory was employed by Dubinin and Radushkevich to provide a framework to describe adsorption in microporous solids as well as on surfaces. In these extensions, the adsorbed volume distribution is treated as a Gaussian distribution [42]. The Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR) model for adsorption in microporous adsorbents can be expressed in its linear shape: \( \ln W = \ln W_0 - \frac{B}{\beta^2} (T \log \frac{p_{sat}}{p})^2 \). By plotting \((T \log \frac{p_{sat}}{p})^2\) versus the logarithm of the adsorbed volume \(\ln W\), the parameter \(\frac{B}{\beta^2}\) and micropore capacity \(W_0\) can be obtained from the curve slope/intercept. Such fits allow predicting adsorption isotherms at any temperature since these parameters are assumed to be temperature independent. The plot of the DR equation shown in Fig. S1(d) and (e) in the Supporting Information is in good agreement with our data for the LL and conventional zeolites. Using the parameters extracted from Fig. S1(d) and (e), the model for \(px\) and \(ox\) adsorption isotherms in conventional and LL BaX zeolites can be used satisfactorily (Fig. S2 in the Supporting Information). The model better matches the data for the conventional zeolite than the LL type zeolite, which is believed to be due to the large mesoporosity in the LL zeolite.

In contrast to the conventional and LL zeolites, the NA-3 solid is not well represented by DR equation (restricted to micropore filling). The NA-3 zeolite contains both micro and mesopores, which leads to enhanced \(px\) and \(ox\) adsorption compared to the conventional zeolite. As a result,
both adsorption in the micropores and in the mesopores/external surface have to be considered when modeling xylene adsorption in zeolite NA-3. To do so, the micropore volume in zeolite NA-3 was assumed to be the same as in the conventional zeolite. Compared to adsorption in the mesopores/external surface, the adsorbed volume corresponding to microporosity was assumed to coincide to the difference between the total adsorbed amount in NA-3 zeolite and the total adsorbed amount at the same pressure in the conventional sample. After estimating the adsorption volume in the mesopores/external surface, it was described using the characteristic function as defined by Radushkevich: \( \log W = \ln W_0 - \frac{m}{\beta^2} A \) \[43\]. Such fits for the NA-3 zeolite can be found in Fig. S1(f) of the Supporting Information for each xylene isomer at different temperatures. These parameters provide a means to model adsorption in the mesopores/external surface at different temperatures. Adsorption for the NA-3 hierarchical zeolite can then be expressed by summing adsorption in the micropores in the conventional zeolite and adsorption in the mesopores/external surface. This assumption, which consists of assuming that adsorption in hierarchical materials is the sum of adsorption in the different regions, has been validated for different systems \[24,44\]. The model for adsorption in the NA-3 zeolite, which is shown in Fig. S2, is found to be in good agreement with the experimental data for the different xylene isomers taken at different temperatures.

After calibration of the model parameters for \( px \) and \( ox \) adsorption in the conventional and hierarchical zeolites, some key properties such as the heat of adsorption can be derived. The adsorption data in Fig. 1 were determined at different temperatures to derive the enthalpies of adsorption at various adsorbed amounts in the hierarchical and conventional zeolites BaX \[23\]. In more detail, the isosteric adsorption enthalpies were determined using the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation shown in Equation 2. Such an equation writes that, for a given and constant adsorbed amount $\theta$, the derivative of adsorption pressure with respect to temperature is linked to the isosteric adsorption enthalpy $\Delta H_{\text{ads}}$:

$$\frac{\Delta H_{\text{ads}}}{R} = \left[\frac{\ln p}{d(1/T)}\right]_\theta$$

(2)

The isosteric adsorption enthalpies for the hierarchical and conventional zeolites are displayed in Fig. 2. The adsorption enthalpies at 150°C for $px$ and $mx$ on a conventional BaX zeolite (available from the literature) are also shown in Fig. 2 for comparison [45]. The literature data allows assessing the adsorption enthalpy as a function of the xylene adsorbed amount in presence of isomers other than $px$. As can be seen, larger adsorption enthalpies are found at low adsorbed amounts. At intermediate loadings, the adsorption enthalpies remain almost constant until reaching cage loadings close to 3 which corresponds to fractional loadings higher than 0.85 (the fractional loading is defined as the fraction of porosity filled with respect to complete filling). Across this region (low to intermediate loadings), the behavior of both $px$ and $mx$ isomers is almost equivalent. In contrast, at high adsorbed amounts, significant drops in the isosteric adsorption enthalpies are found for both isomers. Moreover, when comparing the different isomers, this phenomenon is more pronounced in the case of $px$. This fact indicateds that, close to saturation, the $px$ molecules are adsorbed in less energetic sites [45].

The different adsorption measurements performed in this work cover well the medium/high loading region (>3.3 molecules/α cage) where the change of adsorption regime occurs. Then, the impact of the external surface over the adsorption regime may be studied in detail. Contrary to $mx$ and $px$, here the difference in the steepness of the curves is less evident [45]. In Fig. 2, we observe that zeolite samples with higher adsorption capacities lead to an offset in the isosteric adsorption
enthalpies which are shifted to larger values (NA-3 > Conv. > LL). A similar behavior is observed for \(\text{ox}\) and \(\text{px}\) isomers. When comparing the adsorption of both isomers, the most compelling situation is found for adsorption in zeolite LL as a higher adsorption enthalpy is found for \(\text{ox}\). This inversion in the order of adsorption strengths can be rationalized by invoking stronger \(\text{ox}\) adsorption at the LL zeolite external surface. When studying the change in the adsorption enthalpies as a function of the fractional adsorbed amount (i.e. the fraction of porosity filled with respect to full saturation, inset in Fig. 2), very similar behaviors are found for \(\text{ox}\) and \(\text{px}\) isomers.

### 3.2. Xylene Adsorption in Fully Saturated Medium

We now present the results obtained using liquid batch experiments in terms of \(\text{px/mx}\) and \(\text{px/ox}\) selectivity for different adsorbed amounts. Such experiments were performed for the conventional and hierarchical BaX zeolites to evaluate the impact on selectivity for each structure type (NA, LL and conventional). Adsorption data for xylene isomers in the different zeolites (as derived from liquid experiments after 3 h and 24 h) are shown in Table 2 and 3. The hierarchical samples after 3h lead to significant amounts of adsorbed xylene which are systematically larger than those for the conventional zeolite. At this stage, the selectivity for the NA-1 and NA-2 hierarchical zeolites are similar and, in some cases, even higher than those for the conventional zeolite. Nevertheless, a loss in selectivity is observed for the NA-3 zeolite (which displays a larger outer surface) and for the LL zeolite. Among these hierarchical zeolites, the latter exhibits the lowest adsorbed amounts.

The adsorption capacity towards xylene at 24 h for the NA-type zeolites remains higher than for the conventional and LL zeolites. The average value (\(\text{px/mx}\) and \(\text{px/ox}\) taken together) is around
3.13 molecules/α cage in NA zeolites, 2.77 molecules/α cage for conventional zeolite, and 2.57 molecules/α cage for LL. The adsorption capacities as assessed using liquid phase experiments are lower than those measured in gas phase experiments (even if the latter were performed at larger temperatures). These adsorption capacity differences between liquid and gas experiments is thought to be due to diffusional limitations associated to the liquid phase system at low temperatures. This limitation may prevent the zeolitic samples from reaching equilibrium even after 24 h.

As expected, for all cases (px/ox and px/mx), px adsorption is favorable regardless of the structure type. When comparing the zeolite samples, the largest px selectivity is found for the conventional solid. As shown in Table 2 and 3, the selectivities and adsorbed amounts are quite similar as far as px/mx and px/ox mixtures for a same zeolite type are concerned; NA-3 displays 3.21 molecule/α cage and px selectivity of 1.62 for px/ox adsorption and 3.07 molecule/α and px selectivity of 1.36 for px/mx adsorption. The larger selectivity difference is obtained for the conventional zeolite which displays a larger lower px/ox selectivity compared to px/mx selectivity. The selectivity towards px was estimated at different time intervals and, hence, for different adsorbed amounts (Fig. 3). Overall, the observed selectivity trends are similar for the hierarchical and conventional zeolites – except for the last point obtained close to saturation (in this case, the selectivities for the conventional solid are larger than for hierarchical zeolites). Among the different hierarchical zeolites, the zeolite LL presents the lowest px selectivity. This observation is consistent with the behavior observed in the previous section (inversion in the order of adsorption enthalpies between px and ox), therefore confirming that the LL morphology leads to lower adsorption energy for px molecules than the other samples.
Different interpretations for the loss in px selectivity for the hierarchical zeolites can be proposed. The first hypothesis is linked to the chemical nature of the external surface area which induce strong adsorption of the most polar xylene molecules (mx and ox) as compared to the apolar isomer px. Such a hypothesis indicates that large external surface areas provide additional adsorption sites. At high loading conditions, contrary to the microporous adsorption sites (mainly governed by entropic effects), such additional surface sites are expected to exhibit a different balance between the enthalpic and entropic adsorption contributions. However, such a hypothesis does not seem to fully explain the observed picture. Indeed, the decrease in px selectivity does not perfectly correlate with the external surface of NA zeolites. A second hypothesis concerning the loss in selectivity for the different hierarchical zeolites relates to morphology differences in the external surface for conventional and hierarchical zeolites. It is often stated that the selectivity towards px molecules in a conventional zeolite BaX is linked to a specific adsorption site – the so-called window site – at large adsorbed amounts [39,46,47]. Such a site only leads to the adsorption of px isomers as it corresponds to a preferential, aligned position of the methyl groups in px xylene isomer. Therefore, px leads to a larger number of favorable configurations when compared to other isomers. This suggests that px adsorption is entropically favored. In contrast, the impact of hierarchization on xylene adsorption in the window sites (which are selective to px) remains to be investigated. In practice, this adsorption site is located within zeolite windows that may be located at the exterior of the sample – i.e. at the crystal edges. Hierarchical solids with a significant outer surface area possess more edges compared to non-hierarchical zeolites. In the literature, it remains unclear if such open window sites at the external surface lead to the same px molecule adsorption (compared to that of a window site within the crystal). The important px selectivity difference between
hierarchical and conventional zeolites suggests that the loss in selectivity due to destabilized window sites is very plausible.

**Decoupling Surface and Bulk Selectivity**

The results are important findings. First, a higher capacity for xylene adsorption is observed for the NA hierarchical zeolites in comparison with the hierarchical zeolite LL and the conventional zeolite. However, in the same time, a loss in selectivity is observed for the hierarchical zeolites when compared with the data for the conventional faujasite. To provide a deeper understanding of xylene adsorption at the zeolite outer surface, we performed a molecular simulation study. In more detail, using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations, the adsorbed amounts, selectivity and enthalpies of adsorption were evaluated for (i) a bulk zeolite (therefore containing only microporosity) and (ii) a zeolite possessing an external surface. The latter was obtained by cleaving the surface direction \{011\}. Choosing this surface allows investigating whether the presence of incomplete \(\alpha\) cages on the surface of zeolites – more present in hierarchical zeolites – can impact selectivity (see section S2.4 of the supporting information).

The computed adsorption isotherms obtained using GCMC simulations are shown in Fig. 4 for pure xylene isomers in (i) a bulk zeolite crystal and (ii) a zeolite bearing an external surface. The number of adsorbed xylene molecules per \(\alpha\) cage agrees with the experimental data reported above (as obtained at 175°C using gas phase experiments for a conventional zeolite). For \(px\), the experimental adsorbed amount is \(~3.5\) molecules/\(\alpha\) cage while the simulated adsorbed amount is 3.4 molecules/\(\alpha\) cage for the bulk zeolite. Such a comparison allows validating the force field. The
simulated adsorption isotherms obtained for an equimolar mixture of xylene isomers are also displayed in Fig. 4. These binary simulations aim to check whether the employed model allows reproducing the affinity of the adsorbent for a given isomer. As can be seen from the data for the px/mx mixture, the amount of adsorbed px in the zeolite (dashed line) is significantly higher than that of mx (dotted line). This fact confirms the large px selectivity in the zeolite. The calculated selectivity at full loading is about 2.4, which is not far from the values available in the literature for similar systems; For a BaX zeolite, the px/mx selectivity is about 3 at 175°C in an equimolar mixture of the same isomers [21]. It is worth mentioning that the experimental selectivity is measured in a partially pre-hydrated BaX, which could explain the gain in selectivity compared to our system (since the latter does not account for the presence of water) [25].

As shown in Fig. 4, at high loadings and for the same given partial pressure, the simulated adsorbed amounts in the zeolite with an external surface are larger than those for the bulk zeolite. Such enhanced adsorption is thought to be linked to surface adsorption. When inspecting in detail the adsorption of each component of the equimolar mixture, two regions can be distinguished. At low loadings, an increase in px adsorption is observed with respect to mx. At larger loadings (above 3 molecules/α cage), a diminution in the px adsorbed amount is noticeable as the surface contribution comes into play.

To better assess the impact of the outer surface on the adsorption properties, a detailed investigation in terms of selectivity and adsorption enthalpy is required. In Fig. 5(a), a comparison between the adsorption selectivities (plotted as a function of loading) for the bulk zeolite and the
zeolite bearing an external surface is presented. As previously stated, in agreement with our experimental results, the simulation data indicate that the zeolite is \( px \) selective. The maximum \( px \) selectivity is observed beyond adsorption of the third xylene molecule. Such selectivity is due to the large Ba cation volume as it induces adsorption of \( px \) in non-cationic sites at high loadings.

This adsorption site (previously referred to as window site), which is only accessible to the \( px \) isomer, is located at the dodecagonal window center \([39,46,47]\). A maximum \( px \) selectivity \( \sim 3 \) can be observed in Fig. 5(a) for both zeolites (with and without external surface). This indicates that, upon adsorption of xylene, a maximum in the xylene isomer selectivity is attained close to saturation. However, beyond this maximum, a pronounced loss in selectivity is observed for the system involving adsorption at the external surface. Comparison between both data sets suggests that adsorption obeys a regime of surface selectivity once the maximum in selectivity is reached.

The density profiles for the adsorbed xylene isomers in the core of the zeolite and at its external surface were determined for the zeolite bearing an outer surface (Fig. 6). These density distributions are derived from the position of the xylene molecules in the direction perpendicular to the outer surface. Such histograms are normalized to the overall number of xylene adsorbed molecules so that they provide the adsorption probability at a distance \( z \) from the surface. Such density profiles are displayed in Fig. 6 for an equimolar binary mixture of \( px/mx \) adsorbed in the BaX zeolite (at different total pressures). For adsorption at low xylene pressure \((P = 5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ mbar})\), the adsorbed amount close to the surface is smaller than in the core of the zeolite. Even if the adsorbed amounts on the surface increases at higher pressures, the selectivity is also impacted by the pressure range and, consequently, by the loading. At high pressure \((P = 100 \text{ mbar})\), when
significant surface adsorption occurs, the core of the zeolite close to the interface leads to a selectivity towards \( \text{px} \) that matches that observed for the bulk zeolite.

To better understand the effect of loading on surface adsorption, the selectivities associated to the different regions (bulk fluid, surface, and bulk crystal) were determined from the adsorption distribution profiles [see Fig. 5(b)]. In the first of the cases, as it is expected for a non-confined fluid, the non-selective region (representative of the meso/macroporosity) presents values close to one. It must be underlined that this contribution can only be determined for the higher loadings involving significant enough non-microporous adsorption. In the case of the second contribution (surface), the obtained results confirm that the surface selectivities are quite low (between 1-1.4) compared to the bulk crystal selectivity. Upon inspecting at the trend of the bulk crystal and surface selectivities, it is important to highlight that their values tend to converge (around 3.3 molecules/\( \alpha \) cage) as the saturation is approached. Looking at Fig. S3 (density profiles for 3.3 molecules/\( \alpha \) cage), this result might be explained by the fact that the surface behavior extends towards microporous regions – just beneath the external surface. Although probably this phenomenon is here overrepresented because of the limited system size, the observed trend confirms the importance of the confinement at the vicinity of the window site in the occurrence of para-selectivity. In the same direction, it is worth mentioning that the selectivity of the bulk crystal towards \( \text{px} \) is at least partially recovered when sufficient surface adsorption occurs. Thus, when the total filling of the non-selective region occurs, the adsorption mode on the surface carries a beneficial impact on para-selectivity. Such a picture is therefore expected to be more representative of batch experiments or liquid phase adsorption processes. Although the obtained values at higher adsorbed amounts do not reach the maxima observed for intermediate-high adsorbed amounts, the
extent of the observed phenomenon must be weighted depending on the amount of external surface.

Finally, the simulated isosteric enthalpies of adsorption for the bulk zeolite and the zeolite bearing an external surface are shown in Fig. 7. At low and intermediate adsorbed amounts, large adsorption enthalpies in BaX are observed due to the strong xylene/zeolite interactions. The adsorption enthalpies of adsorption found here are close to those reported in the literature (~120 kJ/mol in the case of BaX at 150°C) [45]. Contrary to the experimental adsorption enthalpies, which show a strong decrease in the adsorption enthalpy at high adsorbed amounts, this phenomenon is not detected through simulation for the bulk zeolite. The absence of such behavior, which is typical of systems showing significant surface condensation, is due to the absence of outer surface in simulations for bulk zeolites. Since this is not anymore the case for the system incorporating the interface, the change in the adsorption enthalpies matches those reported elsewhere [19]. In such data, the adsorption enthalpies significantly decrease at high adsorbed amounts. We note the correlation between the adsorption enthalpies and selectivity. For the BaX zeolite bearing an external surface, our data suggest that the decrease in the adsorption enthalpy at high loadings is related to the bulk/surface transition observed for the selectivity results.

4. Conclusions

The capacity towards xylene adsorption obtained for the different hierarchical zeolites using thermogravimetry indicate higher adsorbed amounts for NA hierarchical zeolites (compared to the results obtained for a conventional zeolite). In contrast, xylene adsorption observed with an LL
hierarchical zeolite is found to be comparable or smaller than for the conventional zeolite. To investigate xylene separation close to the saturation regime, the isosteric adsorption enthalpies were derived from the adsorbed amounts obtained for pure xylene isomers in the hierarchical and conventional zeolites. The adsorption enthalpies for the \( px \) and \( ox \) isomers are very close, therefore suggesting the absence of possible enthalpic effects due to surface selectivity.

With respect to the conventional zeolite, hierarchical zeolites exhibit a loss in \( px \) selectivity. Such a selectivity loss is thought to be linked to the stability decrease of the \( px \) selective window sites at large adsorbed amounts. Such a site, which is located at the 12-membered-ring window center, has been already proposed as responsible for \( px \) selectivity in BaX zeolites [39,40]. Moreover, it can be proposed that the presence of an increased external surface area (like in hierarchical zeolites) can induce a decrease of the stability of \( px \) adsorption in these window sites. This would explain the marked selectivity loss for the NA-3 zeolite, which displays the largest outer surface area among the hierarchical zeolites considered here. Despite a smaller outer surface area in the case of the LL zeolite (compared to the NA-3 zeolite), the selectivity for both hierarchical zeolites are of the same order. This indicates that the layer-like crystal morphology in the LL zeolite also induces a loss in xylene selectivity.

The molecular simulation carried out using the Monte Carlo method in the Grand Canonical ensemble confirms an adsorption increase due to the external surface. The experimental \( px \) selectivity loss at the outer surface is confirmed by our Monte Carlo simulations. Such a selectivity loss, induced by the presence of the external surface, is about 30%. A reduction of the selectivity
was observed for a model taking into account the surface \{011\}, whose cutting-plane crosses the \( \alpha \) cages and, hence, generates incomplete dodecagonal windows at the surface. This fact is in agreement with the hypothesis that the observed loss of \( px \) selectivity is related to the presence of likely incomplete \( \alpha \) cages at the external surface in hierarchical zeolites.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at doi.XXX
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Table 1. Textural parameters of BaX conventional and hierarchical zeolites (adapted from Ref.[33]): Micropore volume $V_\mu$, mesoporous volume $V_{\text{meso}}$, and outer surface area $S_{\text{ext}}$ of nanoparticles aggregates (NA), layer-like (LL) and conventional (Conv.) zeolites are presented. The conventional zeolite is a BaX zeolite obtained by Baryum cationic exchange of commercial Siliporite G5 from CECA-Arkema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$V_\mu$(cm$^3$/g)</th>
<th>$S_{\text{ext}}$(m$^2$/g)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{meso}}$(cm$^3$/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NA-1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Xylene adsorption data after 3h and 24 h for the hierarchical and conventional zeolites at room temperature. The xylene adsorption capacities are expressed in molecules/α cage, accounting for the total adsorption ($px + ox$). $px/ox$ selectivities are also presented for each zeolite after 3 and 24 h. *Remaining adsorbed amounts for nC10 upon xylene adsorption are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample (BaX)</th>
<th>Molecules/α Cage</th>
<th>*nC10 (g)</th>
<th>Selectivity (px/ox)</th>
<th>Molecules/α Cage</th>
<th>*nC10 (g)</th>
<th>Selectivity (px/ox)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NA-1</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-2</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-3</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Xylene ($px + mx$) adsorption data after 3h and 24 h for the hierarchical and conventional zeolites at room temperature. The xylene adsorption capacities are expressed in molecules/α cage, accounting for the total adsorption ($px + mx$). $px/mx$ selectivities are also presented for each zeolite after 3 and 24 h. *Remaining adsorbed amounts of nC10 upon xylene adsorption are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>px/mx</th>
<th>3h</th>
<th>24h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample (BaX)</td>
<td>Molecule /α Cage</td>
<td>*nC10 (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-1</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-2</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-3</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. (color online) Single component adsorption isotherms for \( px \) and \( ox \) in hierarchical and conventional BaX zeolites: Conventional (black), LL (green) and NA-3 (blue). Filled symbols correspond to \( px \) adsorption while empty symbols correspond to \( ox \) adsorption. The temperatures are indicated by the symbols: squares (100°C), triangles (150°C) and diamonds (175°C).
Figure 2. (color online) Isosteric adsorption enthalpies at 150°C of xylenes in BaX zeolite as a function of the number of molecules per cage and fractional loading $q_i/q_f$ (inset). The triangles and squares represent the enthalpies of adsorption of pure $px$ and $ox$, respectively. The black symbols correspond to the data for the conventional BaX zeolite while the green and blue symbols are those for LL and NA-3 hierarchical zeolites, respectively. The solid lines represent adsorption enthalpies data available in the literature: adsorption enthalpies of $mx$ (dark grey) and $px$ (light grey) in BaX at 150°C.[45] The dashed line indicates the enthalpy of vaporization at the same temperature.
Figure 3. (color online) \( px \) isomer selectivity at different adsorbed amounts for conventional zeolites (black) and hierarchical zeolites: NA-1 (red), NA-2 (purple), NA-3 (blue) and LL (green). The squares are for \( px/ox \) selectivities while the circles are for \( px/mx \) selectivities. These tests were performed at ambient temperature in excess of nC10 and subsequent addition of \( px/mx \) (50%:50%). The arrows are guides to the eye to illustrate the selectivity trend for conventional (black) and hierarchical (gray) zeolites.
Figure 4. (color online) Simulated xylene adsorption isotherms at 175°C in a bulk Ba zeolite (left) and in a Ba zeolite bearing an external surface (right). The single component adsorption isotherms for xylene isomers are represented by the symbols: px (triangles) and mx (squares). The co-adsorption isotherm for the px/mx mixture corresponds to the solid line. The adsorbed amounts for each isomer in the mixture correspond to the dashed (px) and dotted (mx) lines. For comparison, in the right-hand graph, the solid black line shows the px/mx adsorbed amounts in the bulk zeolite.
Figure 5. (color online) a) $px$ selectivity in the bulk zeolite (black) and in the zeolite with an external surface (orange) versus the adsorbed amount in molecules per α cage. The $px$ isomer selectivities were derived at 175°C from the adsorption isotherms for the $px/mx$ mixture reported in Figure 4. b) $px$ selectivities for the bulk crystal (gray), surface (pink) and bulk fluid (green). $px$ selectivities must be read on the left vertical axis. The surface and bulk fluid contributions to the total adsorption data are represented by the red curve with values on the right vertical axis.
Figure 6. (color online) Simulated density profiles for $px$ (solid line) and $mx$ (dotted line) isomers as determined upon adsorption at 175°C of an equimolar binary mixture in a BaX zeolite bearing an outer surface. The overall pressures and corresponding loadings are: $P = 5 \times 10^{-4}$ mbar and 1.3 molecules/α cage (top); 100 mbar and 3.9 molecules/α cage (bottom). Green and pink regions represent the bulk and surface fluid regions, respectively. The dotted and dashed purple lines account for the bulk crystal/surface and surface/bulk fluid interfaces, respectively. Distribution profiles at intermediate pressures/loadings are present in Fig. S3.
Figure 7. (color online) Simulated isosteric adsorption enthalpies for xylene isomers at 175°C in bulk BaX zeolite (black) and in a BaX zeolite with an external surface (orange). The data for pure xylene isomers corresponds to the different symbols: px (triangles) and mx (squares). The adsorption enthalpy for an equimolar px/mx mixture is indicated by the solid line.